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GE PROTIMETER MMS2

Features:
  » Pin moisture measurement
  » Non-invasive moisture measurement
  » Surface Temperature (IR) checks surface  
temperature and calculates proximity to 
dewpoint. Laser pointer lets you know exactly 
where you’re measuring.

  » Fast-response thermo-hygrometer for relative 
humidity and temperature measurement 

  » 2 year warranty

Time-saving benefits
  » Complete moisture diagnostic tools and  
psychrometric calculators

  » Fast responding hygrometer speeds  
up monitoring

  » Upgradable firmware
  » Data logging for up to 1000 measurements 
(with purchase of full kit)

Four-in-One Moisture  
Measurement System
The all-new MMS2 puts four critical functions at 
your fingertips! Featuring a durable, restoration-
ready design, an easy-to-use interface and fast 
readings, the MMS2 will help you tackle every  
restoration challenge. F488

Includes carry pouch with 
Quickstick, HD MC probe, 
Cal check, and complete 
instructions.

F489
Includes hard case with  
Hammer Electrode, Quickstick, 
HD MC probe, hammer pins, 
deep wall probes, Cal check, 
data logging software,  
compete instructions.

SPECIAL FEATURES
DATA STORAGE FUNCTIONS.  
When multiple environmental readings 
need to be collected, the MMS2 makes 
it easy. Record readings instantly at 
the push of a button.  (Logging  
software included with F489 kit only.)
 
CONCRETE FLOOR  
MOISTURE MEASUREMENT.  
Quickly measure equilibrium relative 
humidity directly in concrete slabs. 
Simply drill a hole in the concrete, insert 
a humidity sleeve (F299), and measure! 
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Specs
MODEL   
DISPLAY   
POWER   
MOISTURE MEASUREMENT RANGE

IR SURFACE TEMP. PROBE RANGE
QUICKSTICK DATA  
(NOMINAL @ 68˚F  |  20˚ C) 

DATA STORAGE

WARRANTY

MMS2 (F488)
Color LCD
9V battery
Pin (% WME) 8% to 99, readings over 30% are relative.
Non-invasive (RF) up to 3/4 in. (19 mm) deep:  
60 to 1000 (relative)
15°–120°F | -10°–50°C
0%–10% RH: ±3% RH
10%–90% RH: ±2% RH 
90%–100% RH: ±3% RH
Nominal response 30%–90% RH and back to 30% RH:  45 seconds
Record up to 8000 results with date and time stamp from all 
instrument functions.
24 months on mechanical or manufacturing defects.  
Does not include wearing part or accessories


